
Dear Exhibitor,

We are delighted to inform you that IEG’s trade show events are re-starting after a long period of inactivity with a 
new event specifically for the gold and jewellery industry: VOICE - VICENZAORO INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY 
scheduled to take place in Vicenza from 12th to 14th September.

VOICE is the event that gives voice to the sector’s re-start. VOICE is the stage from which all the sector’s key players 
will have the opportunity to speak to both a physical and virtual international audience. 

VOICE is one big showroom where exhibiting companies can present their new collections, latest design trends and 
most contemporary procedure and processing innovations. An elegant and essential context will welcome those 
buyers physically participating in the event while all the others will have the chance to meet the companies virtually 
during digital meetings organized through IEG’s business matching platform.

We hope to see you participating alongside us at this symbolic economic recovery event. Please inform us of your 
intention to take part in the VOICE event by indicating your chosen participation modality:

VOICE PRE-FITTED STAND:       - NUMBER OF MODULES :  ...............

VOICE SHOWCASE:                             - NUMBER OF SHOWCASES :  .............

Notes: ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

The price list with all the details of the relative participation fees is in attachment.

We kindly invite you to assess our proposal and reply within 3 days by signing and sending this communication to 
your Sales Account of reference. The Team Sales will then contact you with a personalized exhibition offer.  

SHOW TEAM

Davide Martini | Brand Manager - 0444 969 960 - davide.martini@iegexpo.it
Matteo Farsura | Brand Manager - 0444 969 132 - matteo.farsura@iegexpo.it
Chiara Casetto | Sales Account - 0444 969 337 - chiara.casetto@iegexpo.it
Ombretta Battistello | Sales Account - 0444 969 971 - ombretta.battistello@iegexpo.it
Fabrizio Lombardo | Sales Account - 0444 969 659 - fabrizio.lombardo@iegexpo.it
Roberta Muraro | Sales Account - 0444 969 658 - roberta.muraro@iegexpo.it
Marialuisa Chiappetta | Sales Account - 0444 969 969 - marialuisa.chiappetta@iegexpo.it

The Team Sales and I will personally be at your disposal for any further explanations or information. 
Best regards, 

D.ssa Patrizia Cecchi
Director Fiere Italia | Italian Exhibition Group SpA

__________________                                        ____________________________________________
             Date                                                                        Company stamp and Legal Representative signature 
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